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Abstract: To secure web applications from Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) and
phishing attacks is a challenging task nowadays. For this purpose, authen-
tication protocol plays a vital role in web communication which securely
transfers data from one party to another. This authentication works via
OpenID, Kerberos, password authentication protocols, etc. However, there
are still some limitations present in the reported security protocols. In this
paper, the presented anticipated strategy secures both Web-based attacks by
leveraging encoded emails and a novel password form pattern method. The
proposed OpenID-based encrypted Email’s Authentication, Authorization,
and Accounting (EAAA) protocol ensure security by relying on the email
authenticity and a Special Secret Encrypted Alphanumeric String (SSEAS).
This string is deployed on both the relying party and the email server, which is
unique and trustworthy. The first authentication, OpenID Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) identity, is performed on the identity provider side. A second
authentication is carried out by the hidden Email’s server side and receives
a third authentication link. This Email’s third SSEAS authentication link
manages on the relying party (RP). Compared to existing cryptographic single
sign-on protocols, the EAAA protocol ensures that an OpenID URL’s identity
is secured from MITM and phishing attacks. This study manages two attacks
such as MITM and phishing attacks and gives 339 ms response time which is
higher than the already reported methods, such as Single Sign-On (SSO) and
OpenID. The experimental sites were examined by 72 information technology
(IT) specialists, who found that 88.89% of respondents successfully validated
the user authorization provided to them via Email. The proposed EAAA
protocol minimizes the higher-level risk of MITM and phishing attacks in an
OpenID-based atmosphere.
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1 Introduction

A Web system consists of Web services and Web applications necessary for its operations, e.g.,
Web portals, messengers, and websites. The main criterion for the efficient performance of any Web
system is perceived latency which is the amount of time required to open a Web page. The factor
that mainly affects perceived latency is a Web communication protocol [1–3]. Efficient working of
Web communication induces a positive impact on a user and alternatively gives significant benefits
to its owners. Irrespective of which type of website, whether it is an e-commerce website, a blog, a
portfolio website, a piece of information, or a government website, all need good communication
services. These websites face challenges in establishing a positive relationship with the users and
making communication easier. However, all websites are not the same, so they encounter different
challenges. Although Web communication dramatically affects our daily life in maintaining a business
and running industries, theatres, and education systems. Its users have faced different problems. The
main issue during web designing is a weak communication service, mainly overlooked by various
agencies and corporations and has a backseat to other aspects. Apart from this, another factor that
significantly affects Web communication is hijacking. Hence, it is necessary to protect the privacy and
authentication of the user for wireless networks. Among all these, the authentication process ensures
that the attackers cannot hack the user’s communication data. In addition, for privacy preservation
and authentication, secure communication is another research challenge for wireless networks [4–14].

This authentication process works by observing some protocols between a remote client and
a server. The essential protocols include OpenID, lightweight directory access protocol, password
authentication protocol, challenge-handshake authentication protocol, extensible authentication pro-
tocol, Kerberos, and others. Maintaining the user’s identity remains a challenging task in information
technology from a security point of view. Via digital identities, authentication and authorization
can manage. In today’s world, extensive use of the Internet and users’ interest in creating different
accounts create several problems, such as the formation of duplicate user profiles to access multiple
online web applications. However, to evade the issue of identical profiles, OpenID has provided a
lot of services. It is a standard and decentralized protocol in which identity is provided to the user
to enable a website once. Then multiple websites can open by signing in to an existing account.
This protocol is a practical, lightweight, convenient, and straightforward approach that manages the
identities and removes the duplication profiles of web users on heterogeneous web applications. First,
in 2005 its concept is arisen to solve different problems, and nowadays, it supports various renowned
organizations, e.g., Facebook, Yahoo, Google, Microsoft, etc. Among all the reported OpenID
benefits, strong authorized user authentication, cost-saving, the collaboration between OpenID-based
industrial websites, transparently interchanging of data, and details about the hijacking, are the
significant benefits of this protocol [15–19].

OpenID protocol is not only covered Web applications but also used in different mobile apps.
However, the present research work focused chiefly on Web-based OpenID applications. This is why
the word Web-based application used in the whole draft as a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-
based application. The OpenID-based environment comprises three components-

• Identity Provider (IdP)/OpenID Provider (OP)
• Relying Party (RP)
• User Agents (UA)/User [19–30].
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To sum up, Web communication is currently the primary area of study that links several embedded
devices for data sharing and transfer (Fig. 1). It plays a vital role in running our daily life, business,
education, agriculture, transportation, and other organizations. It is frequently seen that a considerable
collaboration has been done through web-based environments and this technology significantly
controls our business activities.

Figure 1: OpenID-based atmosphere working process [18]

It is a challenging task to manage legitimate user identities in Web applications. Hackers are also
working smartly due to the increased deployment of Web-based apps. A work environment based on
OpenID may still attack by phishing and MITM Web attacks. Due to poor usability and security
procedures, users are vulnerable to phishing and MITM attacks. Many researchers previously worked
in this area, but it is a dominant issue. The OpenID-based advanced encrypted Email Authentication,
Authorization, and Accounting (EAAA) protocol ensure security through the emails’ authenticity
and an additional Special Secret Encrypted Alphanumeric String (SSEAS). The present study aims to
evaluate a safe triple-user authentication method in an OpenID-based working environment to address
MITM and phishing attack issues.

The enhanced OpenID-based secure EAAA protocol is described in this article as a means of
preventing MITM and phishing attacks. The legal user’s identity is protected using the user secret
fields’ first Email’s server-side encrypted link and SSEAS authentication on the RP side. Section 2
discusses the literature work on previously applied SSO security methods for avoiding MITM and
phishing Web assaults. The designed secure triple OpenID-based EAAA protocol is detailed in
Section 3. Section 4 denotes the implementation and discussion of a safe EAAA protocol in the
experimental website and presents the testing results in the presence of hackers. Finally, in Section 5,
future security recommendations are provided.

2 Literature Review/Related Work

Web-based attacks provide a significant challenge to both client and server-side Web applications.
MITM and phishing attacks are frequent among Web users nowadays in an OpenID-based environ-
ment.
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Some literature reports published by various researchers about these attacks and solutions to
overcome these problems are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Cybersecurity attacks and their solutions

Reports References

Cybersecurity attacks
In a MITM attack, an intruder intercepts messages and can change them until they are
transformed into their destination.

[31–35]

Phishing is an activity in which the attacker uses social engineering-executing identity
fraud methods. In this attack, a user’s personal information can attain via a fake
website and email address that an attacker sends to the user.

[36–42]

Solutions

Single Sign-On (SSO)

Many researchers are working to secure web-based applications using SSO
authentication schemes. This authentication strategy uses a single login password to
sign in to various websites.

[43–48]

Some published data regarding this protocol is as follows:
Mittal et al. described a trustworthy model named DANE [DNS (Domain name
sytems) Based authentication of named entities]-based Trust Plugin (DTP).

[49]

Bao et al. presented different schemes of trust enhancement of certificate services and
then applied these schemes to the SSO system to get the credibility of SSO services.

[50]

Lin et al. presented a smartcard-based user-controlled SSO for privacy preservation in
5G-IoT (Internet of Things) telemedicine systems.

[51–53]

Authentication schemes to secure SSO-based atmosphere

Single-factor authentication
MoScan
This method tests security vulnerabilities that are detected and reported for analysis.
MoScan method performs all tasks state S0 to S5 and covers MITM attacks.

[54]

SSOScan
This method automatically checks the top five vulnerabilities when the user integrates
with the Facebook application.

[55]

MoSSOT
This method tries to solve the main mobile user challenges such as manipulation of
application state, heterogeneous applications, and unexpected behavior of applications.

[56,57]

Double-factor authentication
Feng et al. described a new anti-phishing method with two types of passwords in
open-ID systems. It is inexpensive but not very much secure in IdP-side web attacks.

[58]

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
Reports References

Wang et al. presented a One Time Password (OTP) that works only once to secure
accounts from theft, and this scheme is widely used in banking sectors, internet gaming,
and trading.

[59]

Similarly, the multi-level Open-ID user authentication system described by Wei et al. is
based on two access request kinds, the authentication request and the operation request
type.

[60]

Herley et al. have effectively created techniques to lower the risks of assaults through
password-based solutions, such as ATM PINs.

[61]

Reese et al. suggested the Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) method that secured online
banking websites. In their study, SMS, Time-Based One-Time Password (TOTP),
progenerated codes, push, and Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) security keys are five
standard 2FA techniques that researchers compare.

[62]

Shuwandy et al. described a unique authentication technique: a silent voice recording
method that can effectively replace old voice recognition protocols. The main feature
of the methodology is that it cannot be recorded by other devices except the user’s
phone and hence leaves no proof of password pattern.

[63]

Putri et al. described a token generation system based on the Ethereum blockchain
platform with dApp to secure a two-factor authentication process.

[64]

3 Methodology

This research employs an applied research methodology. The enhanced OpenID-based user
authentication model is designed with the support of three critical components of the OpenID working
atmosphere: User-Agent (UA), Identity Provider (IdP), and Relying Party (RP). This model also
includes an additional fourth component, an email server required for successful communication in
an OpenID-based environment. The designed Email Authentication Authorization and Accounting
(EAAA) OpenID-based user authentication protocol secures the OpenID URL user identity through
the assistance of email authentication and Special Secret Encrypted Alphanumeric String (SSEAS).
This work will discuss the SSEAS. In the SSEAS, the additional parameters field is restricted by six
alphanumeric characters. The client must provide these alphanumeric characters in this form in any
sequence. One alphanumeric character digit is chosen in any arrangement that is restricted.

• 0–9 (any number)
• A–Z (any Capital letter)
• a–z (any small letter)
• + − ∗/% (any one operator)
• [ ] ( ) < > (Any one bracket)
• ! @ # $ ∧ ? (Anyone special character)

According to the above sequence, the user chooses six digits from the above six restricted
combinations in any form during registration time. For example, B6∗1@), 5+#Db>, (-B$7y, etc. But
the valid user can use this sequence in any form. This step plays a vital role in user authentication.
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Secondly, this study used an email server for appropriate user authentication in a well-organized
and trustworthy OpenID-based atmosphere. The Email server provided an OpenID-based user
authentication environment smartly and innovatively. The sequence of the proposed protocol is like
this-

• OpenID Users Usage → Web-Based Application → OpenID-Based Environment → Web
Communication Issues Faced → MITM and Phishing Attacks → Protection → Triple User
Auth → Secure OpenID-Based Atmosphere Infrastructure.

According to the proposed model, triple-user authentication steps for protecting MITM and
phishing attacks in the OpenID atmosphere are given below.

• Getting OpenID URL identity through Email
• Getting the SSEAS link with Identity Provider (IdP) response parameter via the valid user email

address
• After authentication of the SSEAS parameter field authorized user received the Email of

successful login in OpenID-Based environment
• The valid user also receives the Email when accessing the authorized user interface after

completing the SSEAS authentication step.

The anticipated EAAA OpenID-based protocol is shown in Fig. 2, given below.

Figure 2: Proposed OpenID-based EAAA protocol

Different steps are involved for a productive EAAA OpenID-based user authentication environ-
ment mentioned below (Fig. 2).

• In the first step, the client connects with RP with a user ID and SSEAS parameter field.
• In the second step, RP associates with IdP to start communication with each other.
• In the third phase, an RP utilizes the Yadis discovery protocol and redirects the user requests

to an IdP.
• In the fourth step, IdP requests the client (UA) to provide helpful information like ID.
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• In the fifth step, the client provides the user details as an ID to the IdP side. In this step, the
OpenID URL of a valid user check-in the IdP server database.

• After 1st authentication IdP server in the sixth step, a specific link is sent to them, including a
remarkable SSEAS parameter field back response to the email server. If the user is valid, got
the Email, and verified 2nd authentication.

• In the seventh step, after 2nd email verification, the authentication user clicks a specific link.
In this client interface client-side SSEAS field match with the IdP side response from the email
server-side match. If 3rd authentication is ok, a successful message is sent to the client; otherwise,
rejected.

• In the eighth step, a successful connection is established between RP and the Client.

Triple authentication refers to first-user authentication using an OpenID URL carried out by
the IdP. The second authentication is done on the email server side by getting a specific link with an
additional back response of SSEAS from the IdP side. The third authentication is done on the RP side
by comparing the client-side SSEAS parameter field with the SSEAS response from the IdP side to
the email server side, and then the RP side matches. When the input fields for the request and response
match, a successful connection is formed between the client side and the RP.

4 Implementation and Discussion

The robust Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) Laravel framework used to build the proposed EAAA
OpenID-based user authentication protocol. In this design protocol, two HTTPS secure domains were
utilized from the EAAA protocol implementation point of view. The OpenID-enabled website does not
facilitate users for any experiment due to security concerns. To resolve such security issues, an OpenID-
based website is created in the present work from a user authentication point of view to avoid phishing
and MITM attacks. This experiment used three main things like IdP/OP, OpenID User/Client/UA
(User and RP act identically), and Email server. In this implementation cryptographic hash algorithm,
SHA-256 is used innovatively and reliably.

4.1 OpenID Provider-Side

In this experiment, first of all, the user registers to get a unique OpenID URL by providing the
most common Signup form information. In this Signup form, essential fields are essential from a new
user registration point of view. The main field consists of Username, Country, Age, Password, Email
address, and SSEAS details. When the user successfully fills out the Signup form, the valid user receives
an email to get a unique OpenID URL identity. The verification of the correct user interface is shown
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Registration verification for valid user via email
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When a legitimate user clicks on the link inside this registered confirmation email, it validates
both the email address and the user’s identity who used an OpenID URL. The illustration given below
depicts Algorithm 1 for generating a distinct identity.

Server-Side Algorithm 1:
procedure UserRegistration()
if the Signup Form is successfully submitted, then

Send an email Link to the user to complete the registration process
if you click on the link in the Email, then

redirect to dashboard
end if

else
redirect to Registration-Form with the error message

end if
end procedure

A valid user utilizes the client-side interface for authentication after receiving a particular OpenID
URL. If any user forgets his identity, then the valid user login through the email address and password
on OpenID Provider (OP) side to receive his identity. The user forgets the OpenID URL identity
interface, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Getting OpenID URL identity in case of forgotten

Algorithm 2 illustrates an event when a valid user provides the correct email address and password
and then sees the identity-relevant information.

Server-Side Algorithm 2:
procedure Login()

if the Email and password are correct, then
login to dashboard

(Continued)
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Server-Side Algorithm 2: Continued
else

redirect to Login-Form with the error message
end if

end procedure

4.2 OpenID Client-Side

After getting the OpenID URL identity, the valid user interacts with OpenID client-side interface.
In this implementation Client and RP sides behave the same thing. The first authentication of OpenID
URL identity is done on the OP side and described in Algorithm 3.

Client-Side Algorithm 3: First and Second Authentication
procedure ManageSignIn()

if the URL and PASSWORD are correct, then
send an email Link to the user to complete the login process

if you click on the link in the Email, then
invoke 2nd Authentication Handler

else
email link expires in 60 min

end if
else

redirect to SignIn-Form with the error message
end if

end procedure

After 1st authentication user receives an email for 2nd user authentication, if the user is valid, then
the OpenID provider sends a hidden email link for 2nd user authentication with the back response of
the SSEAS parameter field. When a valid user clicks this link, move to another interface for SSEAS
parameter authentication. In this authentication, set 60 min email link expiration option to better
manage security.

The second authentication is done on the email server side in a hidden form. The third authenti-
cation interface is shown in Fig. 5, given below.

The 3rd SSEAS authentication-based algorithm is described below.

Client-Side Algorithm 4: Third Authentication
procedure 3rdAuthenticationHandler()
if SSEAS is correct, then

redirect to dashboard
else

redirect to SSEAS-Form with the error message
end if

end procedure
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Figure 5: 3rd Authentication interface (SSEAS comparison)

Basically, in this step user OpenID Provider back response of the SSEAS field sends the client-side
another interface of the 3rd authentication interface. Legal users access the authorized user interface
if the client-side SSEAS parameter field matches the back reaction from the SSEAS parameter field;
otherwise, a failure message is shown on the screen. If the user is valid, the authorized user accesses
the main dashboard page, as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6: Authorized OpenID user interface

Finally, the legal users access the authorized OpenID-based environment after the secure authen-
tication.

4.3 Cryptanalysis Study

Nowadays, most academics are working to secure the user identity in an OpenID-based environ-
ment. According to already available SSO-based techniques, security problems can solve with single,
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double, and multi-factor authentications. The users require security due to rapid progress in Web-
based applications. Yet, the OpenID-based environment is still not secure against specific Web attacks
such as MITM and phishing attacks.

A generalized cryptanalysis form of OpenID-based double factor user authentication threat
situation against specific Web attacks is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: Generalized crypt form of 2-factor in MITM and phishing attacks in OpenID

Fig. 7 generalized cryptanalysis form of double authentication represents the MITM and phishing
attacks in an OpenID-based environment. The mentioned specific Web-based attacks situation arises
in step 6 when the user sends a double factor parameter for valid user authentication to a fake server. In
this situation, an intruder can destroy valid user-sensitive data. Due to a weak security policy, intruders
attack valid users and act as valid users. Therefore, fruitful communication cannot establish in an
OpenID-based atmosphere. It is straightforward to break the implemented security solutions against
MITM and phishing attacks in the presence of an intruder. Single, double, and multi-factor user
authentication situations are already discussed in the literature review/related work. This study directs
a critical review of single and double-factor user authentication in an OpenID-based atmosphere for
sensing the Web attacks vulnerabilities in existing relevant research works. But all available solutions
are still not secure against specific Web attacks like MITM and phishing attacks [28,30,65–67].

A security definition of this proposed cryptographic EAAA protocol proves that OpenID URL
identity is safe against intruders. A secure cryptanalysis form of EAAA OpenID-based user authenti-
cation protocol design for avoiding MITM and phishing is shown below in Fig. 8.

Breaking the implemented security mechanism against MITM and phishing attacks is challenging.
The present research has well-defined necessary computation secrecy of OpenID identity like valid user
Generate ID, Verify ID, Verify Email ID, and Verify SSEAS parameters for authentications against
theft. This study aims to prove that the proposed EAAA protocol meets this definition.
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Figure 8: Cryptanalysis of EAAA OpenID protocol against MITM and phishing attacks

• Generate-ID

Initially, the legal user gets a unique identity in this proposed secure EAAA OpenID-based
atmosphere. The Generate-ID parameter is publicly accessible for all OpenID-based users to get a
unique identity in the form of a URL. This identity is generated via email verification to avoid Web
attacks from start to end.

• Verify-ID

Furthermore, the legal user identity is verified on Identity Provider (IdP) side. If the user identity
is legal, then a second-factor authentication is still required to get complete access in EAAA OpenID-
based atmosphere. After identity verification, the following process is to Verify the SSEAS field. After
identity verification, a sensitive information link is sent to the email address with an SSEAS response to
accomplish the authentication step. Email authentication is a hidden process for securing the OpenID-
based environment against MITM and phishing attacks.

• Verify-SSEAS

Third, the legal user identity is verified on the RP side with another verification interface getting
through Email. If the legal user’s email side response of the SSEAS field confirms with the RP/user
side SSEAS field, then the permitted user connects via a link and accesses a secure OpenID-based
atmosphere; otherwise, a successful connection cannot establish. The SSEAS legal user authentication
is done innovatively through safe algorithm implementation. The present scheme will be more secure
and reliable because complete authentication is done on the RP side in the form of secure SSEAS form
user authentication. This scheme is supplementary reliable and safe compared to already available
solutions for avoiding phishing and session hijacking situations.
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Assume that attacker has found the OpenID identity of Generate ID and verified the ID at Identity
Provider (IdP) side. Then still present scheme will be secure because complete, valid user authentication
is done on the Email server-side in the form of Verify Email ID, and Verify SSEAS authentication is
done on the client side. OpenID-based EAAA user authentication protocol of the present research
manages user authentication situations in a secure and trustworthy way. Hence, according to the
contradictory study of cryptanalyses, this scheme will be more confident and reliable against phishing
and MITM Web attacks.

The flow diagram of the EAAA OpenID-based user authentication protocol is shown in Fig. 9,
given below. In this Diagram, S represents States (S0 to S8 Changes).

OpenID User
User enters URL and Password

S0

RP/ Client-Side OP-Side

S1 S2

Client-side script validates user URL and Password

Send login link to valid user email

S3S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

User click on the provided link

Prompt for SSEAS 

User enters SSEAS

Verifiy SSEAS

Login Successful

Figure 9: Flow diagram of EAAA OpenID-based user authentication protocol

Fig. 9. represents the flow of the EAAA OpenID-based protocol from initial to final state S0-S8.

According to the algorithmics mentioned above, OpenID-based EAAA user authentication
protocol, a valid user’s computational authentication time and additional security keys are calculated
using Intel® Core™ i7-7500U 2.70 GHz, 8 GB RAM, 1 TB SAS-HDD. The crypto analysis for the
valid user login authentication process is revealed in Table 2.

According to the algorithmic OpenID-based EAAA protocol, the first valid user URL and
password authentication time have been calculated. The calculated time of all authentication steps
is measured in milliseconds. The first identity time estimated is 204 ms. This is the first user authen-
tication script time. Similarly, security keys of the first authentication of user identity have been
calculated as only one. After the first user identity authentication, email link authentication in the
email server and SSEAS field authentication time has been calculated together. The second hidden
form authentication and SSEAS authentication time calculated is 135 ms. In the end, all valid user
login authentication times are added. The total computational time for user login authentications is
estimated at 339 ms. There are two security keys used in SSEAS authentication. In the second email
authentication, one hidden automatic security key is used from a mail server. The previously available
methods don’t calculate computational time and security keys.
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Table 2: Cryptoanalysis of EAAA protocol regarding user login authentication

Authentications Operations Computational time in
milli seconds (ms)

Addition security
keys (Token)

1 URL and password authentication
(1st authentication)

204 1

2 Email link authentication
(2nd authentication) When clicking
on the email link, TOKEN and
SSEAS is authenticated

135 2

Total 339 ms 3

The proposed EAAA OpenID protocol user authentication responses time is faster than the
previously used user authentication techniques, as shown in Table 3. This study manages two attacks
such as MITM and phishing attacks. It gives 339 ms response time, which is higher than the already
reported methods such as OAuth 2.0 and WSN methods.

Table 3: Summarize existing response times and the proposed method for auth request

References Authentication
types

Attack manage Specifications User
authentication
response time

1 [68] Double Man-In-The-Middle
(MITM)

2-clickAuth (OAuth 2.0
method)

6250 ms

2 [44] Triple Brute force and Denial
of service (DoS)

Enhanced user
authentication protocol
(WSN method)

450 ms

3 [17] Triple Phishing Revers user authentication
protocol

395 ms

4 Triple MITM and phishing Proposed solution (EAAA
OpenID method)

339 ms

4.4 Experimental Website Testing Result

72 IT specialists have been hired to test experimental sites. The first stage was the training of
the users that how they can use the designed triple authentication scheme and prevent from MITM
and phishing attacks. After that analysis was carried out to check how many valid users successfully
completed the login process. In this phase 1, if the intruders steal a valid user identity in the form of
an OpenID URL, users can still not access the main authorized page because still authentication steps
are left to authenticate the correct user completely. The second authentication is done on the email
server side. The third authentication is done on the Client/RP side in a secure form. In the initial level
of testing, better results were not obtained.
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• OpenID URL (1st Authentication)
• Email Authentication (2nd Authentication)
• SSEAS (3rd Authentication)
• Authorized user Confirmation

The next stage was the analysis of successful login attempts in the mid of the session. In this
middle-level phase, user’s know how to use this system in a safe and reliable environment, therefor
better results were received in this phase. And in the end, the final session user’s successful login
attempts were calculated and observed that valid users logged in quickly and securely on proposed
experimental websites with tiny errors. In this level of testing, better results were received only due to
the secure EAAA protocol authentication steps utilized. According to the final phase results, answers
to all questions were received with satisfaction regarding valid user authentication against MITM and
phishing and attack state.

The successful user login attempts are mentioned in Table 4.

Table 4: Testing of an experimental website regarding security aspects

User login success rate 1st authentication
(OpenID-URL)

2nd authentication
(Secure email
received)

3rd authentication
(SSEAS)

Valid user
authorization
(Via email)

Initial stage attempts 45 45 37 37
Middle stage attempts 53 53 46 46
Final stage attempts 59 59 56 56

The user’s login successful attempt in the second authentication phase was approved by 93.65%
of respondents and 88.89% of respondents recommended users’ login successful attempts in the third
authentication via Email received. All aspects of the authorized users’ attempt ratio are shown in
Fig. 10 below.

45 45

37 37

53 53

46 46

59 59
56 56

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

1st Authentication
(OpenID-URL)

2nd Authtication
(Secure Email

Received)

3rd
Authentication

(SSEAS)

Valid User
Authorizaion (Via

Email)

Initial Stage Attempts Middle Stage Attempts Final Stage Attempts

Figure 10: OpenID-based EAAA users login successful attempts
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Table 5 provides an overview of the various SSO-based techniques. By comparing the proposed
EAAA model to the current SSO techniques using all four security measures, Table 5 demonstrates
that it is better.

Table 5: Evaluation of proposed EAAA OpenID protocol with available SSO methods

SSO based methods Both client/RP and IdP
side possible web-based
attack chances

Email
authentication

Authentication
category

Trustworthy
system

MoScan method [50] The client-side is not
secure in a MITM attack
situation

∗ L

SSOScan method [51] Both IdP and RP-side
are not secure in session,
and MITM attacks

∗ L

MoSSOT method [52] Server-side not secure in
MITM and session
attacks

∗ M

Anti-phishing two
type password
OpenID-based
methods [54]

Both client and IdP-side
are not very much safe in
a phishing attack

∗∗ M

OpenID-based
one-time password
(OTP) mechanism [55]

Both client and IdP-side
are not very much secure
in a reply and phishing
attack situation

∗∗ M

Anti-phishing
OpenID-based
method [28]

Both client and IdP-side
are not very much secure
in a phishing attack
situation

∗∗ M

BEAMAUTH
anti-phishing
bookmark solution
[61]

Both client and IdP-side
are not very much secure
in a phishing attack
situation

∗∗ L

Anti-phishing
QR-code SSO-based
method [62]

Both client and IdP-side
partially secure phishing
and MITM attack
situation

∗∗ L

Anti-phishing scheme
for cyberspace [30]

Both client and IdP-side
are not very much secure
in phishing & MITM
attack situation

∗∗ M

(Continued)
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Table 5: Continued
SSO based methods Both client/RP and IdP

side possible web-based
attack chances

Email
authentication

Authentication
category

Trustworthy
system

OTP-SMS
blockchain-based
method [63]

Both server and RP-side
are not very much secure
in a MITM attack
situation

∗∗ M

OpenID-based EAAA
user authentication
protocol (Proposed)

Secure both sides from
web-based attacks
(MITM and phishing
attacks)

� ∗∗∗ H

Notes: ∗Observations represent improved security features as compared to already available SSO protocol methods. 1Email Authentication:
No = ; Yes = �. 2Autentication Category: Single = ∗; Double = ∗∗; Triple = ∗∗∗. 3Trustworthy System: Low = L; Medium= M; High
= H.

In the end, it is summarized that the present work analyzed four main parameters:

• Web attacks such as phishing and MITM attacks are analyzed in the case of both client and
IdP-sides.

• Email authentication aspect in all other existing systems is also analyzed in this study and it
is concluded that reliable Email authentication and authorization processes only exist in this
proposed method.

• Trustworthy-based system aspect is also analyzed in this study which is categorized into low,
medium, and high levels.

It is concluded that this proposed method is very secure against phishing and MITM attacks
compared to already implemented SSO methods.

5 Conclusion

Due to rapid development in Web-based applications, OpenID users faced several issues, such as
phishing and MITM attacks. Considering this vital issue, researchers provide unique anti-phishing
user authentication solutions. SSO is one of them, which works via single-factor, double-factor and
multi-factor authentication protocols. However, some limitations are still present in the reported
methodologies, such as response time, security issues, etc.

In the present research, the authorized user’s OpenID URL identity is first protected by Email
server-side authentication. Then a link is secretly provided by the email server for the additional param-
eter Special Secret Encrypted Alphanumeric String (SEEAS) authentication on the RP side. This
proposed EAAA OpenID protocol user authentication responses time faster than the previously used
user authentication techniques. Compared to existing cryptographic SSO protocols, the cryptographic
EAAA protocol ensures that an OpenID URL’s identity is secured from MITM and phishing attacks.
As a result, Email server-side second authentication is safely performed using hidden layer logic. It is
concluded that 72 IT specialists analyzed the testing sites and discovered that 88.89% of respondents
correctly approved the user authorization via Email. Hence, the proposed Email Authentication,
Authorization and Accounting (EAAA) protocol minimizes the MITM and phishing attacks in an
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OpenID-based working atmosphere. Therefore, this work recommends that Internet identity layer
problems of the OpenID atmosphere are resolved reliably.

The primary constraint of this research is that no well-known identity providers offered any
researchers the ability to conduct experiments on already-running SSO-based websites. Future
researchers also have room to address these enormous gaps. In the future, the Internet Identity
layer will be more secure and reliable for cost-effectively improving the cryptographic algorithm’s
security step.
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